DoFit Delta II Instructions
1. Product details
Shortcuts

Rotary

MIC hole

Power button

Power button: Power On/Off; Awaken/Turn off screen; Back to main menu
Rotary: Turn and press to confirm a selection
Shortcuts: Press to turn on sports mode or awaken Device screen

2. Quick Start

●



Access the Main menu by sliding the screen from right to left



Access the pull down menu, weather page and calendar page by sliding
the screen downwards.

Access the notification page by sliding from left to right

● Get into the daily exercise statistics page, single exercise page, sleep monitor
page, heart rate testing page, elevation and air pressure page and GPS page by
sliding up.

Note: You can get to the next page by sliding screen up, and return to last page by
sliding screen down. You can also use the rotary to switch between menu options.

3.Product set-up
Pairing models
System requirement :
Android 4.4 and above
IOS 8.0 and above (iPhone5 and above)

1). Bluetooth connection（APP: DoFit 2 GPS)
Search for the DoFit 2 GPS App (see icon below) in Google Play or the Apple Store.
Download and install it the App on your phone.
Ensure that your Smartphone Bluetooth is turned on.
Open the app.
After filling in your personal data, follow the instructions below (Android or iPhone):

Connect with Android phone
● Open the App and select Device Settings to search for Bluetooth
devices nearby.
● Find your watch model (Delta2) and select to bind the watch to your
Device.
● Select pair when once you receive a pairing request (see diagram below).

●

Allow the App to see your location, messages, phone book and push
notifications by giving the App permission when prompted by your
Smartphone.

After pairing, your Device will be able to find your Smartphone and. Press find
mobile on your Device and your Smartphone will vibrate and ring.
Connect with iPhone
 Open Bluetooth settings and the App on your iPhone.
 Select Device Settings to search for Bluetooth devices (Delta2_LE)
nearby.
 Find the Device name and select it.
 Once connected, open your iPhone’s Bluetooth settings and find the
Device’s name (Delta2) on the list of nearby Bluetooth Devices.
 Select your Device’s name to connect to the Device.
 After pairing, your Device will be able to find your Smartphone. Press
find mobile on your Device and your Smartphone will vibrate and ring.

2). Data synchronization
Click

on the screen to display synchronized data on the APP.

3). Notifications
For iPhone: Notifications will be received after allowing notifications on your
iPhone as illustrated below.

For Android: Notifications will be received after allowing notifications on APP as
pictured below.

4). Clock display
To change the clock interface on your Device, press and hold the clock screen to
access and select watch face options. Slide the screen to move between different
watch face options and press on the screen to select the clock display that you
desire.

5).Pull down menu
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Adjust Brightness
Search for Smartphone
Bluetooth searching and connecting
GPS turning on/off
Mute mode on/off
Airplane mode on/off

6).Menu instructions

6.1
Phonebook
After connecting your Device to your Smartphone via Bluetooth, you can check your
Phonebook, receive/reject phone calls from the Device.
6.2
Call logs
After connecting your Device to your Smartphone via Bluetooth, you can
synchronize the call logs, make a call and send messages by Bluetooth (iPhone
does not support the message synchronization yet).
6.3
Siri
After connecting your Device via Bluetooth, open Siri to search for information, set
the alarm etc (iPhone function).
6.4

Settings


Profile: set your gender, height, weight, date of birth.



BT: turn on or off Bluetooth.



GPS: turn GPS on/off.



Time and Date: The time and date on your Device will synchronize with
your Smartphone once connected via Bluetooth. You also set the date and
time manually.



Units: personal information(distance, height and weight) will change
when choosing metric or imperial.



Temp Unit: select Degree Celsius or Fahrenheit.



Activate Device by raising your wrist: Turn on/off.



Sound: setting notice type, ringtone, notify sound and volume



Display: set the screen brightness and backlight off time.



Watch info: displays the device name and software version numbers.



Languages: choose whether you would like to synchronise your Device
language with your Smartphone or choose a language manually.



Power Display: displays the current battery percentage of your Device.



Restore to factory: restore the Device to a factory default state.

6.5
Message
Once connected via Bluetooth, you can check the messages and make a quick
reply from watch. (iPhone does not support the message synchronisation yet)
6.6
Heart rate
With the Device on your wrist, press the heart rate interface to detect your heart
rate. While detecting, the blue light will be on and the result will display after a few
seconds.
You can slide the left side of the screen to set “Auto”. This will allow you to detect
your heart rate continuously.
6.7
Notification
After connecting your Device via Bluetooth, notifications from your Smartphone be
will sent to the Device (see section 3 for more details)
6.8
Remote camera
After connecting your Device via Bluetooth, you can take photos using your Device.
Photos will be saved in your Smartphone.
For iPhone you will need to open your phone’s camera for this function to work.
6.9
Music
Once connected with Bluetooth,you can manipulate your Smartphone to play music
and adjust the volume. Sound will come out of your mobile phone.
6.10
Stop watch
Press the dot on the Device screen to begin the timing.
Save your record by pressing on the small spot on the right during timing.
Once timing is finished, press the arrow ‘ ’ on the right.
You can see the record by sliding the screen from right to left.
6.11

Sound recorder

Press the red dot
to start recording and the red square to end recording.
You can check the audio recording by sliding the screen from right to left.
6.12
Gesture
Activate Device by raising your wrist: Turn on/off.
6.13
Sports
Sports modes: walking, running, biking, hiking, run indoor, trail run.
GPS will turn on once you have selected the mode you desire.
You can see the whole day’s movement (step, distance, calorie, time) by selecting
the corresponding screen.
6.14
Alarm
You can set your alarm types: meals, meetings, medication, sleep, exercise, get up,
bell times, repeat days and alarm ring.

6.15

Calculator

6.16 Location
 Select the GPS location symbol to turn on/off (see green symbol in
diagram below).
 Wait for around 3 minutes for the Device to find GPS signal.
 If the positioning is successful it will display latitude and longitude
coordinates. If unsuccessful, no data will be shown.

GPS open

GPS positioning successful

7). GPS Locating function
 To switch on the GPS function, request to open the function on the watch
and start GPS locating.
 You can do this by sliding the screen down to the main page, or going to the
 Device settings to find the GPS location function. You can also open your
location function in sport mode as pictured below in Pic 2.

Pic.1 GPS enabled

Pic.2 GPS enabled in sports mode

7.1 GPS Locating Guide
 The Device will remind you to remain stationary in order to get good GPS
signal when starting a sports exercise (see images below).
 When searching for GPS, go outdoors and stay away from large trees or tall
buildings. Allow Device to find GPS before starting your activity.

Pic.3 Waiting for positioning

Pic.5 GPS OFF

Pic.4 GPS positioning

Pic.6 GPS ON but locating failed

Pic.7 GPS locating
successfully

Pic.3: Press Yes to find GPS to record your activity.
Pic.4 The Device is searching for GPS positioning.
Pic.5: Device GPS is turned off (be sure to turn your GPS on (see Pic 1).
Pic.6: GPS is on but locating GPS has failed.
Pic.7: GPS on and locating successfully (note the GPS icon in the top right
corner).

8). DOFit 2 GPS App Other functions
8.1 Weather function introduction
1. Weather function details
The Device will need to be synced with the Smartphone App to display weather
functions.

Every time the Device is connected to the App weather data will update on the App
and the Device. (see Pic 8 below).

Pic.8 Weather function interface
2. Prerequisites for the use of weather functions
The APP requires the location permission on your Smartphone and obtains weather
data based on latitude and longitude. If the weather data does not change when the
App and Device sync data, you need to check if the phone has restricted the
location.
3. Allowing location permissions on your phone
1） Steps for Android system location permissions (taken from a Redmi Note 5 as
an example).
 Locate your Smartphone’s App Settings.
 Open ‘App Permissions’
 Find your DOFit 2 GPS App and select it
 Open "Permissions"

Turn on/ accept permission for “Location”.

Pic.9 In phone Manage app

Pic.10 Find "Permissions" Pic.11 Accept location

2 ） Steps for IOS system location permissions (using Apple 6 IOS system version
12.2.6 as an example).
 Open Settings and scroll down until you find your DoFit 2 GPS App. Select
the App.
 In the settings of the App, find the location option (as shown in Pic 13).
 In the location option, select "While using the App " (as shown in Pic 14).

Pic.12 APP in settings

Pic.13 APP info

Pic.14 APP permissions

8.2 My sports data (in APP)
1. Press on the Sport Summary at the top of the home page step to view the My
Sports Data page.
You will then be able to view the cumulative sport time, cumulative calories burned,
cumulative active days, cumulative continuous sport days, today's sport steps and
details of the last sport for each type of sport data and weekly target (see Pic 15).

Pic.15 Sports data page
2. Press on the accumulated sport time (or detail) enter the day/week/month
page and view the corresponding data. Under All, the user can see the data
of today, this week, this month and total data (see diagram below).

Day sport data

Week sport data

Month sport data

Total sport data

Pic. 16&Pic. 17
3. Press Today's steps to see the completion of the latest week's walking data.
As shown in Pic. 18, the target number for the day is displayed in green. As
shown in Pic. 19, the target is not reached (displayed in red, Pic. 20).
4. Press on the week view to enter the historical step data
5. Press set-up to set the walking target of that day (Pic. 21)

Pic.18 Weekly step data

Pic.19 Step goal achievement

Pic.20 Step goal not reached

Pic.21 Step goal setting

6. Click on the recommended settings to receive a reasonable goal
recommendation for the sport.
7. In the Weekly goals, you can set the target of each type of sport for the day
and display the number of days with sport targets in the week. (see Pic. 22).
8. Press Free setting (Pic.23) to set the motion type target within one week.
9. In Free setting you can select a day of the week to see and change the
goals that have been set for that day. (Pic. 24 and 25).

Pic.22 Weekly goals interface module

Pic.23 Weekly target interface

Pic.24 Week target setting interface

Pic.25 Day target motion setting interface

8.3 Weekly workouts
1. The sports interface displays exercise data for one-week.
2. You can set the moving target in the upper right corner.
3. You can set the distance or time as the target and divide it into the week and day
targets (Pic.26).
4. You can swipe across your screen to view weekly data on distance, time and
calories.
Select any record to view the details of the workout record such as track, heart
rate and altitude data, select setup (top right) to set the day's moving target. (Pic 27
and 28)

Pic.26 Weekly exercise type interface

Pic.27 Weekly Goals interface

Pic.28 Weekly Goals setting interface
8.4 Active
1. On the APP home page interface, red and blue colours are used to represent
steps taken and step goals (Pic.29)
2. Blue indicates that you have walked more than 300 steps during 1 hour, and red
indicates that you have not reached 300 steps in the time period (Pic 30)
3. Once you select the Active circle you can see more detail of your active steps per
day. Green numbering represents how many hours of the daily goal you have
achieved per day of the week.
4. You can set your own time period (up to 12 hours and at least 4 hours) by
selecting setup in the top right hand corner of the Active menu. (Pic 30 and 31).

Pic.29 Active step color

Pic. 30 Color when more than 300 steps

Pic. 31 step time period
setting

8.5 Heart rate data synchronization
The heart rate data can be synchronized and displayed in the App once you have
connected your Device to the App.
The App will display recently recorded heart rate data (Pic.32).
Select the question mark in the upper right corner of the interface to see details of
the different heart rate zones (Pic 33).

Pic.32 Heart rate synchronization interface

Pic.33 Heart rate zones

Pic.34 Home heart rate interface

8.6 Dynamic heart rate







Details of your heart rate data can be found at the bottom of the App home
page (see Pic.34).
Select this section to open the heart rate interface.
Select Detailed to enter the dynamic heart rate test interface and then
select Start (the heart rate test mode on your watch should be changed to
"Auto" for this to work).
You will be able to see a heart rate map corresponding to the time period
(Pic. 35).
You need to test your heart rate for more than 17 seconds to save the
dynamic heart rate data. If you press close, the app will ask you if you would
like to save your data. Select YES (Pic.36)
You can then see the dynamic heart rate graph of the test (Pic. 37)
NOTE: If you close the dynamic hart rate monitor on the App, be sure to stop
the heart rate monitoring on your watch Device in order to prevent battery
drainage.

Pic.35 Dynamic Heart Rate Chart Pic.36 Closed Test Interface Chart

Pic.37 Saves Dynamic Heart Rate Chart

9). GPS
9.1 Synchronize the app to check the motion trajectory.
 Open your App and go to "Day, Week, and Month" to check your activity,
 Select a sport to jump to the corresponding GPS sport details interface; as
shown in Pic. 38.
 The blue line indicates the normal activity track, and the upper stroke
interface can see your heart rate time zone, heart rate, calories burned and
altitude. Red is the starting point and blue is the end point. (Pic 39)

Pic.38 Sport data

Pic.39 Sports data details

9.2 Strava data sharing
 Once your Device’s GPS data has been synced with the APP you can select
the Share button in the upper right corner (Pic 40) to link to Strava.
 You can also select other apps by choosing Other (Pic 41).

Pic.40 Data sharing

Pic.41 Sharing interface

Pic.42 Strava login interface





Pic.43 Other data sharing

Pic.44 Other data sharing interface

Once you have logged into yout Strava account, you can select Share to
Strava and your data should upload to your Strava account (Pic. 42-44).
If the data have already shared your data via Strava once and you try and
upload again it the share attempt will fail (Pic 45 and 46).
Please note that due to Strava’s algorithms your data on Strava may differ to
your data in the DoFit 2 GPS APP.

Pic. 45 Strava sharing successfully

Pic.46 Strava share failed

Pic. 47 Strava data display


Once authorized to Strava, the App will use the authorized account that was
logged in by default. If you want to change your account or cancel your
authorization, you need to go to the sliding interface and click Strava to
cancel the authorization (see Pic.48).

Pic.48 Cancel Strava Authorization

Pic. 49 Sports data entry

9.3 Sport data function
 Select the motion icon (top right hand corner of the home page) to enter the
motion record list (Pic 49 and Pic 50).
 Select a single motion view to view the detailed data record. The statistics
for each motion track only show the current data (Pic 51).

Pic. 50 Sports record list

Pic.51 Sports data details

10).Navigation bar
10.1 Personal information
Select to change your personal details (gender, birthday, height, weight, account
management) to get better data from your Device. You can also sign out at the
bottom of the page (Pic 53).

Pic.52 Sidebar menu interface

Pic.53 Personal information

Pic.54 Dial push function
setting interface

10.2 Personalise Device interface (Personalize dial).
You can change your watch face using the App as well as the watch Device. In the
Navigation menu, select Personalize dial. Choose your desired watch face and
select setup (Pic. 52,53,54).
10.3 Unit of Measure: Change your metrics for the Device and App.
10.4 Temperature: Choose unit of measurement for temperature.
10.5 Find Watch: Use to find your Device. The Device will vibrate/ ring.
10.6 Strava: Set up Strava account details.
10.7 Privacy Policy: Agree to the privacy policy.
10.8 FAQ: Find frequently asked questions about the App.
10.9 About: Details of the App software version.

11).Important safety and product information
11.1 If you have a pacemaker or other internal electronic device, consult
your physician before using a heart rate monitor.
11.2 The DoFit Delta 2 GPS Smartwatch optical wrist heart rate monitor emits
light and flashes occasionally. Consult your physician if you have epilepsy or
are sensitive to fashing lights.
11.3 Always consult your physician before beginning or modifying any exercise
program.
11.4 The heart rate monitor, and related data are only intended to be usedfor
recreational purposes, not for medical purposes, and are not intended to
diagnose, monitor, treat, cure, or prevent heart disease.
11.5 While the Smartwatch’s optical wrist heart rate monitor technology
typically provides an accurate measurement of user's heart rate, there are
inherent limitations with the technology that may cause some of the heart
rate readings to be inaccurate under certain circumstances. These include the
user's physical characteristics, fitment of the device, and type and intensity of
activity.
11.6 The heart rate readings are for reference only, and no responsibility is
accepted for the consequences of any incorrectreadings.

12). Battery Warning
12.1 Do not immerse or expose batteries to water or otherliquids.
12.2 Do not have the device exposed to a heat source or left in a high -temperature
location, such as in the sun or in an unattended vehicle. To prevent the possibility of
damage, remove the device from the vehicle or store it out of directsunlight, such as
in the glovebox.
12.3 Do not operate the device outside of the temperature rangesspecified.
12.4 When storing the device for an extended time period, store within the
temperature ranges specified. Between 80°C and -30°C.

13).DoFit Product specificaiton
Model: Delta2
CPU: MT2502C ARM7 260MHz
Memory: RAM 64Mb + ROM 128Mb
Capacitive: 1.3” 240x240 Pixel
Bluetooth version: 4.0
Battery Capacity: Lithium-ion 3.7V/400mAh
IP rating: Waterproof IP68
Working time: 48 hours(Open GPS 10-12 hours)
Standby time: 5 days
Charging time: 2.5 hours

